Remember, think about your verbal content and match your hand gestures to what you are saying: 1 Table of Contents 1. Listing. The easiest and most basic hand gesture is numerical. ANY TIME you say a number, do the corresponding gesture—this makes your number easier to remember for the listener, adds movement and warmth to your body language, and serves as a nonverbal anchor in the conversation.

A Tiny Bit. Any time you gesture into someone else’s space or personal area, you tie them to your words. I like to do this with the open hand or palm instead of pointing to be more formal. Pointing is very aggressive. These trend lines can help us to identify potential areas of increased supply and demand, which can cause the market to move down or up respectively. Let’s take a look at a trend line that was drawn during an uptrend. Notice how in the GBPUSD daily chart above, the market touched off of trend line support several times over an extended period of time. The higher time frames will always produce the most reliable trend lines, so start there and work your way down. Most trend lines you come across will have some overlap from the high or low of a candle, but what’s important is getting the most touches possible without cutting through the body of a candle. Never try to force a trend line to fit—if it doesn’t fit the chart then it isn’t valid and is therefore not worth having on your chart. Continuous line drawing is actually a very powerful way to create a piece that is both hard edged and fluid, representational and abstract, rational and emotional all in one. After completing warm-up activities such as blind and gesture drawings, slower, more formal contour drawings can be an excellent way to begin more realistic representations of your subject matter. Used intermittently throughout projects, contour drawings can also be helpful for the student who needs to work faster. Index Of First Lines. Wayfaring. Going back to the simple. and the light. Spring on low hills, leafy corners, gateway places. where the wayfarer’s. It is the thought of time. becoming past. in memory, of space becoming. space-like metaphor, of how far out we are. on the limb of mind To emphasise the direction of time, the line may be capped with an arrowhead. I also like to represent Now with a triangle, as below. This
simple template can then be added to in order to show everything from the difference between the words before and after and the meaning of the future perfect continuous! Symbols The following is a summary of the common symbols used on timelines. A single event or action. A repeated action or habit. A permanent state or situation.